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Problem
Complication of timbre and form in terms of
musical richness in real time.
or...
Surviving/dragging out the electroacoustic
composer from the conveniences and conformi-
ties of a technical facilitated environment (stu-
dio).

Controllers used
WiiMote and Nunchuck.

a

aImage from OSCulator’s User Guide
http://www.osculator.net/

Mapping
First version consisted of a direct connection of
the controller’s variables to the sound synthe-
sis variables. Second version, variables of the
WiiMote and Nunchuck connected to the sound
synthesis variables interpolated by patterns.

Further development will include ’on the fly’ al-
teration of mapping values.

Projects
Musical performances/Pieces

"Studie II" 2011 v.1
"The Song Has Sung" 2012 v.2a

a(premiered at "INTER/actions: Symposium on In-
teractive Electronic Music" Bangor University
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Overview
There are a wide range of hardware controllers available for the design, transformation and trig-
gering of sound for a variety of musical applications, e.g. composition, sound design, virtual-reality
environments etc. Controllers that follow the human gesture and transform the physical energy to
input data are called gestural controllers.This paper provides an overview and critical evaluation of
alternate gestural controllers in an improvisational context. I describe the advantages and disadvan-
tages of various approaches I followed throughout my compositional process and experimentation,
with particular reference to their use in performance and their potential for expressivity, both in a
live context and as a compositional tool in the studio. Work in progress includes digital instrument
and working environment developed in SuperCollider, from a composer’s perspective, using a bank
of un-edited and heavy-edited sound samples to generate semi or free-improvised performances that
are controlled by alternative gestural controllers - currently a Nintendo Wii game controller. This
paper will also describe the structuring of the micro and macroscopic forms of a piece; constructed
by juxtaposed functions that are activated and manipulated by this controller.

DMI: StayOnThisGesture
StayOnThisGesture is a compositional environment for live improvisation in studio or stage using
gestural and alternative controllers. The instrument consists of granular synthesisers which use
a local folder with audio samples in order to feed its buffer (audio samples) necessities. Experi-
ments included 2 versions of this digital instrument using different mapping strategies. The first
instrument/piece is a deterministic process defined by the imagination of the performer and by his
interaction with the sound material where he can trigger sound samples located in a local folder
of the laptop. Therefore the construction of a form in the first place is the organisation of this
sequence and the sample manipulation. The distribution of the sounds are changed progressively
by the buttons ’b’ of WiiMote and ’z’ of the NunChuk until the sequence is fulfilled. Microscopically
the output sound is the conjunction of the morphing result between these sounds that integrate a
sound pallet which is being manipulated by other variables assigned to the WiiMote and NunChuk
as rate, speed, amplitude, density and finally morphing balance. Each variable is assigned to a
specific sensor/button of the WiiMote and the NunChuk.

Composing the functions
The second is consisted of a set of patterns[2] that are triggered by the cross button of the Wi-
iMote. The patterns in this particular instrument are treated as self enclosed organisms that are
pre-programmed to execute a set of particular tasks bridging the controller to the sound synthe-
sis variables as rate, speed and pan position to a stereo or multichannel environment, driven by
Brownian movements and probabilistic and other random methods. In this way the form is pre-
composed by the organisation/programming of the patterns and the user organises this schematic
events to build the structure of the piece. Therefore the form is the consequence of the composer’s
choice to create a composition of functions rather than a composition of the sound layers them-
selves (happening to the first instrument/piece). The activation of these functions create multiple
abstract schemas of sound manipulations in real-time which are being evaluated by the performer
in a meta-level. The "mutual influential"[1] connection of the laptop and the performer here is the
major goal.
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